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AN AXIOMATIC TREATMENT OF PAIRS OF ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS by Peter A. LOEB
Beginning with a few simple axioms, M. Brelot [6] has developed an axiomatic setting in which many of the classical results of the theory of elliptic differential equations can be established. We shall use Brelot 5 s setting to generalize the results obtained by H. L. Royden in [13] . These results pertain to the classification of open Riemann surfaces and to the existence of an isometric isomorphism from the class of bounded solutions of one elliptic differential equation into the class of bounded solutions of another when a certain « majorizing » relationship exists between the two equations.
The discussion in [13] deals with the solutions of the equation Au == Pu on an open Riemann surface W. In this equation, P is a smooth nonnegative density on W, i.e., an invariant expression which in terms of the local uniformizer z = x + iy has the form c dx dy^ the coefficient c being a nonnegative function with continuous first derivatives. The coefficient c depends on the choice of the local uniformizer in such a way that the density P is invariant with respect to that choice.
We say that a majorizing relationship holds between the class of solutions of the equation will satisfy the inequality h ^ k in CD if h ;> k ^ 0 on the boundary of (o. It is this latter form of the majorizing relationship which can be expressed in the axiomatic setting. The notation S^ ^> ^ will be used for this relationship, where in the above example ^ is the class of solutions of Equation 1 and St is the class of solutions of Equation 2.
In Chapter I we discuss the class of solutions of a single elliptic differential equation. By such a class we mean a set of functions ^ which satisfies the three axioms given by Brelot in [6] , pp. 61-63. These axioms are stated in Section 1. In Section 2 we give a fourth axiom which is used to establish a strong maximum principle for ^); i.e., if ^p satisfies this axiom, then a nonconstant function in ^p can take neither a nonnegative maximum nor a nonpositive minimum in any open subset of its domain. The other principal results of Chapter I are the solution of the Dirichlet problem (Section 3), the existence of an exhaustion by regular regions for the domain W on which jp is defined (Section 4), and the classification of ^ with respect to the domain W (Section 5).
In Chapter II we consider pairs of classes ^ and St for which the majorizing relationship S^^St holds. We show in this chapter that there exists an isometric isomorphism which maps the bounded functions of St into the bounded functions of ^.
The principal statements in each section are given consecutive decimal numbers, with the digits before the decimal point indicating the section and the digits after the decimal point indicating the order of the statement in the section. Results are usually referred to by number alone. The notation | is used to signify the end of a proof.
I wish to express my deepest thanks to Professor Halsey Royden, who supervised the research presented here. His judgment and his insight have been of tremendous assistance. I am also indebted to Professor Marcel Brelot for many helpful suggestions.
CHAPTER I

PROPERTIES OF A SINGLE HARMONIC CLASS OF FUNCTIONS
AND THE ASSOCIATED SUPERHARMONIC AND SUBHARMONIC CLASSES
Definition and Basic Properties of a Harmonic Class.
In this section we shall review the immediate consequences of Brelot's axioms for what will be called a harmonic class of functions.
Let W be a locally compact Hausdorff space which is connected and locally connected. We assume that W is not compact. Let W denote the Alexandroff one point compactification of W. If A is subset of W, then by A we mean the closure of A relative to W, and if Q is an open subset of W, then bŷ )Q we mean the boundary of Q relative to W.
By a region Q we shall mean a nonempty connected open subset of W. By an inner region or an inner open subset of W we shall mean a region or an open set Q with Q c W.
The functions that we consider on W are extended realvalued functions with the usual lattice ordering ^>. Given two such functions f and g, we let f V g denote the function defined by
{fyg)(x)=m^(f(x),g{x))
and f A g denote the function defined by
(f/\g){x)=min(f{x),g{x)).
A. function f is said to be nonnegative if f ^ Q and positive if f(x) > 0 for every x in the domain of /*. By f\S we mean the restriction of f to a subset S in its domain. Keeping the above definition in mind, we say that an extended real-valued function f with domain D is lower semicontinuous if for every x^ e D, -oo < f{xo) and lim inf f=f{xo).
. . . xeD,x->xo t5y a continuous function we mean a continuous real-valued function. For convenience, the function which is identically equal to the extended real number r will be denoted by r.
An increasing sequence of functions is a sequence if^\ such that /^i > f^ and a family of functions directed by increasing order is a non-empty family 3 such that for any two functions f^ and /g in S there is a third function fe9 such that /^fiVj^. The notions of a decreasing sequence of functions and a family of functions directed by decreasing order are similarly defined. Proof. -We shall assume that Q is a region and show that if g is a continuous function on Q with g|0 e ^p and g ^ 0 on ^)Q, then g ^ Q in Q, given /ii e= ^p^. The proposition follows immediately from this fact.
Assume that g takes a negative value in Q, and let (X.Q == int | a : a/ii + g ^ Q |. Clearly, ao > 0 and OL^ + g ^ Q.
For each j3 such that 0 -< (i << ap, let Kp= ^eQ:(^+g)(^)<0|.
Each Kp is a compact subset of Q, and Kj^ c K(^ when (3i > pgTherefore there is a point XQ e n Kp, and (ao/^i + g)(^o) =:= 0. By 1.1, g + ^i = Q-Since this is impossible, we conclude that g>Q. |
As an example of a harmonic class of functions we have the absolutions of the elliptic differential equation (1) Sa.,^+26^+cA=Q
XftXfc ^Xi on a region in Euclidean yi-space R", where Sai^a^ is a positive definite quadratic form and the coefficients of the equation satisfy a local Lipschitz condition. (See Chapter vn of [10] .)
Throughout this chapter, ^ will denote an arbitrary harmonic class of functions on W, and throughout the rest of this section Q will denote an arbitrary set which is regular with respect to H. Let C{^Q) denote the set of continuous functions on ^)Q. For each /*€= C(^)Q) there is by definition a unique continuous function h with domain Q such that h\bh = f and h\Q is in ^). We shall denote h\Q by H(/*, Q) or simply H(/'). For each x e Q, it is easy to see that H(/', Q){x), as a function of /*, is a bounded positive linear functional on C(^)Q). Therefore, there is a finite positive Radon measure p(rc, Q) defined on ^)Q such that H(/, Q){x) = f f dp{x, Q) for each /'eC(^Q). DEFINITION It is clear that for each x in Q, H(/*, 0)(rr) is a positive linear functional on the vector space of integrable functions on bQ. Using Axiom III, it can be shown (see [6] , p. 65) that a function f on bQ is integrable if it is integrable with respect to p{x, Q) for some point x in each component of Q and that the ^-extension of an integrable function is in ^). In particular, if f is a lower semicontinuous function on bQ and G is the family of all continuous functions g on <)Q with g ^ /*, then f is integrable if and only if the upper envelope h of the set ^H(g, 0) : g^^j is finite at some point x in each component of Q. In this case, h is in jp and H(/*, Q) == h. It follows that if Q is a regular region and f is an integrable lower semicontinuous function on ^)Q, then f(x) is not identically equal to + °° i 11 any open subset of 6Q. Moreover, H(/*) is positive in Q if f ^ Q and f =^ Q.
To conclude this section we consider the behavior of S^-extensions at the boundary of Q.
The rest of the proof is clear. |
The superharmonic and subharmonic classes associated with « §.
In this section we shall review the immediate consequences of Brelot's local definition of the superharmonic and subharmonic classes ^ and ^ associated with ^p. We shall also give a new axiom which is used to establish a maximum principle for ^. Since B is connected, the boundary of CD has a nonempty intersection with B. Therefore, ^|5co ^ Q, and thus 0 < H(^, o))(^o) < ^o). Using a proof similar to the proof of 1.2, Constantinescu and Cornea ( [7] , p. 375] have established a generalization of 2.2 which is given below by Proposition 2.9. However, in proving that generalization one should note the following fact: The assumption that 1 is in ^w is too restrictive for our purposes. We can obtain a result similar to the above proposition for every region Q c W by assuming that ^ satisfies the following axiom:
AXIOM IV. -There is a base 0 for the topology of W such that each set co e 0 is a regular inner region with 1 ^ H (1, co). 
The Dirichlet problem.
Throughout this section, Q will denote an open subset of W. Brelot [6] has established a criterion for testing the regularity of points on ^)Q n W using the assumption that Q is an inner open set with a positive potential defined on Q. In this section we establish a similar criterion without making this assumption. We do, however, assume that there is a function V in ^)Q with inf V > 0. Thus we may apply 2.9 and 2.10 to Q. If f is a function on ^Q with ^ <= T)(/*) and ue^^), then (/ -u is in HQ and lim inf (^ -u) ^ 0 at ?)Q. By 2.9, ^ ;> u, and thus H(/*) ^ ii(/^)-It is easy to see that and III, H^Qye^. | If Q is regular and f is an integrable function on bQ with T)(/')^:0 and H^) =/=0, then one can show that
(See [6] pp. 84-85). We also have the following result which is due to Brelot: 
-Let XQ be a point on ^)Q. We say that XQ is a regular point for Q with respect to ^ or simply that XQ is regular if Equation i holds for every bounded function f on b[).
The second inequality in Equation 1 is always true since H(jf) <: H(/'). The validity of the first inequality in Equation 1
( 1 ) Note that unlike the standard definition of regularity at a point, this definition does not assume the resolutivity of continuous functions on &Q.
follows from the validity of the last inequality since Proof. -Let f be a bounded function on &Q, and let c = lim sup f. Let £ be any positive constant. Since XQ is a?e5Q, X-^XQ contained in a regular inner region, there is a function h e d efined in a neighborhood of XQ such that h{xo) = c + £. Let a) be a regular inner region containing XQ such that h is defined on G5, & is defined on G5 n Q, A ^> /* on ^)Q n G5, and Vo is bounded on o) n Q. Let F == f on b(0 n <o) n bQ and F = H(/*, Q) on b(Q n co) n Q = bco n Q; F is bounded. If ^)(o n Q == 0, then /i e T)(F, Q n co), whence lim sup H(F, Q n co) <; c + £. 
^-measures and the Classification of < §.
Throughout this section we assume that jp satisfies Axiom IV, that is, that 1 is in ^)w. Given this assumption, we distinguish between two types of harmonic classes on W. If 1 is not in ,^w? then ^p is said to be a hyperbolic harmonic class on W if there are nonzero bounded functions in ^pw? and ^ is said to be a parabolic harmonic class on W if there are no nonzero bounded functions in ^w It, however, 1 is in <ipw, then there is always a trivial nonzero bounded function in )w? namely 1. In this case we take an outer-regular compact subset A of W and define ^ to be hyperbolic or parabolic on W depending on whether the upper ^-extension of the function which is equal to 1 on ^W and Q on bA. is positive in some component of W -A or identically equal to 0. We shall show that this classification of j? is independent of the choice of A and that it is equivalent to the classification in terms of the existence of a nonzero bounded function in jpw when 1 ^ <^w. We shall also show that if 1 e ^)w, then there is a positive potential on W if and only if ^ is hyperbolic.
We first define four functions in ^p which play a special role in defining the classification of ^p. They will also be used extensively in Chapter n.
DEFINITION. -Let A be an outer-regular compact subset o^W. 
(i) By the ^-measure for W, H(W), we mean the upper 'extension in W of the constant function 1 on ^W. (ii) By the S^-measure for W -A, H(W -A), we mean the upper ^-extension in W -A of the constant function 1 on W ~ A). (iii) By the ^'measure of ^N for W -A, H(^W, W -A), we mean the upper ^-extension in W -
H(t, W -A) = H(t, W -A). That is, t is resolutive on ^)(W -A). A similar statement is true for H(W), H(W -A) and H(^W, W -A).
The following proposition establishes another method of obtaining the four ^-measures defined above: Proof. -We shall prove (iii)$ Statements (i), (ii) and (iv) can be proved in a similar fashion. Let s be equal to 1 on bW and Q on ^)A. For each Q e S{, SQ is in °D(5, W -A). Let S be the lower envelope of the functions SQ. Since
H(5W, W -A) = H(5, W -A), S > H(oW,W -A).
On the other hand, the set | SQ : Q e 31, Q D Qp I is a family of functions directed by decreasing order in Qo -A for each QO e ^« Hence S is in <^). Furthermore, Q ^ S <^ 1 and S tends to Q at bA. Therefore, for every function
We therefore have
H(^)W, W -A) = H(^, W -A) > S, and thus H(^)W, W -A) == S. | COROLLARY 5.2. -Let A be an outer-regular compact set in W. Then H(W -A) = H(5A, W -A) + H(bW, W -A).
Proof. -Let 9i and the functions GQ, SQ and TQ be given as in 5.1. The corollary follows from the fact that for each Q in 31, GQ == SQ + TQ. | If the constant function 1 is in ^, then H(W) == 1 and H(W -A) == 1. Even if 1 is not in ^p, however, the ^-measures H(W) and H(W -A) have many properties which the function 1 would have if it were in JQ. These properties are extremal properties in the sense that these ^-measures are the largest or smallest functions which satisfy certain inequalities. We summarize some of the extremal properties of ^-measures in the following proposition. With the exception of Theorem 5.8 and its corollary, the remaining propositions of this section are statements in the axiomatic setting of the corresponding results established for Riemann surfaces by H. L. Royden in [13] (Propositions 1-4, pp. 7-9).
PROPOSITION 5.3. -Let A be an outer-regular compact set in W, and let a be a nonnegatwe constant. If h is a function in <!pw, then
(i) /i<a==^A<aH(W); (ii) h < a(l -H(W)) -^ h < Q.
If h is a function in <^W-.A? then (iii) A<a=^A<aH(W -A); (iv) h ^ a and lim sup h ^ 0 at
=> h < aH(^)W, W -A); (v) h ^ Q and lim inf h ^ a at )A -^ h > aH(^A, W -A).
Proof. -Statement (i) follows from the fact that if a-1 A <; 1, then ar^h ^ v for each function v in ^(l, W), whence
a-1 h < H(l, W) = H(W).
Statements (iii), (iv) and (v) are proved in a similar way. By (i), h + aH(W) < a => h + aH(W) < aH(W). Therefore, Statement (ii) follows from (i). |
We shall use the SQ measure H(6W, W -A) to classify Sô n W. To do this, however, we need the following result: As we noted before, we cannot classify ^ on W in terms of H(W) being positive or equal to Q because H(W) == 1 whenever 1 e ,jp. We do, however, have the following proposition for the case that 1 is not in ^)w ; 
Thus (i) -^=> (ii).
If h is a function in \<g»w such that -M < h < M for some constant M, then \h\ < MH(W). Thus we have (ii) =^ (Hi).
Clearly, (iii) =^ (u). By part (i) of Proposition 5.3, H(W) is the greatest minorant of 1 in ^pw. Thus (ii) -^=> (iv). |
The next proposition is an extension of the maximum principle for the case that . §> is parabolic on W. Proof. -Let A be an outer-regular compact set. If JQ is hyperbolic on W and P is the positive function in jpw such that P = i in A and P = H(oA, W -A) in W -A, then by 5.7, P is a potential on W.
Now assume that JQ is parabolic on W. Also assume that there is a positive potential F on W. Since 1 e ,jp^, we may assume that F is bounded; e. g., replace , Furthermore, if f is a function on bQ and Q is regular for S^ and V" 2^, then f is integrable with respect to JQ if and only if f is integrable with respect to V"" 1 ^. In this case the V'^-extension of f is equal to V^I^Y/; Q).
If v is in SQ and oj is a regular inner region with G3 contained in the domain of ^, then V~~1 v is greater than or equal to the V"" 1 ^-extension of V~1^ in o since
It follows that the superharmonic class associated with V~1^) is the set V" 1^) == JV"" 1^: v ^ fQ\ and the subharmonic class associated with V~1^) is the set V~1^) == JV" 1^: ue ^. Let Q be an inner open subset of W. Clearly, for any bounded function f on ^)Q, the upper and lower V'^-extensions of f in Q are equal to V^H^V, Q) and V^I^Y, Q) respectively. Moreover, if XQ is a point on ^0 and b is an ^-barrier for Q at a;o, then V"^ is a V^jp-barrier for Q at XQ. It follows that a compact subset of W is outer-regular with respect to jp if and only if it is outer-regular with respect to V"~1^.
The constant function 1 is in V~1^) if and only if V is in ^. As a consequence of 5.1 we have the following criterion for determining the classification of V~1^). 
Then ^ is ^-parabolic if and only if S === Q.
If V is a positive continuous function on W, then a function P is a potential for ^ if and only if V^P is a potential for V~1^). Given a positive continuous function V in ,jpw, we shall show that V'" 1^) is parabolic if and only if V is a potential or there is no potential for jp on W (in which case Ve^p). Proof. -Since 1 = V^V is not in V^^w, V~1^ is parabolic if and only if 1 is a potential for V~1^), i.e., if and only if V is a potential for jp. j Thus G is positive in some component of Q -A. It follows that ^p is hyperbolic on Q and so there is a positive potential in Q. |
Comparable Harmonic Classes.
In this section we shall consider pairs of harmonic classes JQ and St where St contains all positive functions of ^ which have domains in the complement of some fixed compact subset of W.
Let S be any set of functions with open domains in W and let Wo be an open subset of W. Then ^jWo will denote the set t/1(Wo n Qy) : /*e3?, Q^ is the domain of /^. We shall usually take Wo to be the complement A. of a compact subset A of W. Moreover, S^~ will denote the nonnegative functions in S and 9~ will denote the nonpositive functions in S.
DEFINITION. -Let ,jp and ^ be harmonic classes on W. We say that ^ majorizes ^ or that ^ is majorized by S^ if there is a compact subset A of W such that ^"^A c ^!.
We do not exclude the possibility that A is an empty set. We write fQ^ ^ when S^ majorizes ^5 and we call ^ and St comparable harmonic classes. The set A is called an excluded set for the ordered pair (^, ^).
An example of a comparable pair of harmonic classes is given by the solutions on a region W in R" of the elliptic differential equation
and the solutions on W of the equation (1) and (2) satisfy a local Lipschitz condition,
(ii) the left side of (2) is the same as the left side of (1) (iii) ^dijXiXj is a positive definite quadratic form.
(iv) P > Q and P > Q. If h is a solution of (1) and k is a solution of (2) and if
on the boundary of an inner region co, then h ^ k in co. For if not, and if 0)0 is the subset of co in which k{x) > h(x), then since k -h takes a maximum value in each component of (QO and
in (Oo? A* -/i is constant in each component of coo. (See [8] , p. 326). But then k -h = Q in (OQ, which means that (OQ is empty. Thus the class of solutions of (1) majorizes the class of solutions of (2). If we have P ;> Q and P ,> Q only in the complement of some compact subset A of W, th^n A is an excluded set for the pair of solution classes of (1) and (2) . Throughout this section, S^ and St will be comparable harmonic classes with S^^s-^ and A will be an excluded set for the pair (^p, ^). The relationship ^[Ac^ implies several other useful relationships between the superharmonic and subharmonic classes associated with JQ and the corresponding classes associated with ^. These relationships are listed below in Proposition 7.2, but first we need the following result: 
(iii) ^|Ac^;
(ii) ^-|AcS; (iv) ^-|Ac^.
Proof. -Let ^ be any function in ^"^A. To prove Statement (i) we must show that v is in ^. Let co be an inner region such that co is contained in the domain of v and co is regular for JQ and ^. We must show that ^ ^ K(^, co) where K(^, co) is the A-extension of v in co. Let /* be any continuous function on bo such that p ^ /*. Then ^ ^. H(/*, co) ^ K(/, o), whencê ^ K(^, ^). Thus ^ is in SQ. A similar proof establishes Statement (iii). Statement (ii) follows from (i), and Statement (iv) follows from (iii). | If we call SQ and St equivalent harmonic classes whenever there is a compact set A cW such that JpjA == ^|A, then it will follow from the corollary to the next proposition that the relation ^ defines a partial ordering in the set of equivalence classes of harmonic classes on W. Proof. -Let h be in ^[Wo, and let co be an inner region such that G3 is contained in the domain of h. Let h be the restriction of h to co and F be the restriction of F to <o-By the compactness of 55, there is a positive constant m such that h + mF ^ Q. Since F is in ^p, h + mF is in ^, and since P is in ^, h is in ^. There is also a positive constant M such that h -M? <; Q. Since P is in ^p, h -M? is in ^ and since F is in ^, h is in ^. Thus the restriction of h to any inner region in its domain is in St n ^ === ^. By Axiom I, h is in ^. Similarly, if /ce^|Wo, then /c e= ^. Thus ^|Wo == |Wo | Proof. -We may assume that D is contained in an excluded set A. Let V^A be a positive function in V^pjA. Then h is in ^^jA, whence h is in St. Therefore, V^"' 1^ is in Vg"^, which is the superharmonic class associated with Vg~1^. Thus Vr^+lA c V^i I
In the following theorem we use the results of Section 3 to describe the relationship between open sets which are regular for JQ and open sets which are regular for ^. Recall that in establishing the results of Section 3 for an open set Q and a harmonic class ^), we assumed the existence of a function V e ^ with inf V(rr) > 0. Proof. -By Part (iv) of Proposition 5.3, 9U?w-A = {0} if ^ is parabolic on W. If ^ ^ JQ and ^ is parabolic on W, then jp is parabolic on W, and thus S>S^w = {0} unless there is no positive potential for j? on W, in which case 1 e S^w' Therefore, the proposition holds if ,% is parabolic on W. We assume for the remainder of the proof that ^ is hyperbolic onW.
Let 3{ be the set of all regular inner regions Q in W such that A c Q; S{ is an exhaustion of W. Let A* be a nonnegative function in %o^w-A-For each il e S{ we set AQ equal to k in W -Q and H(/c, Q) in Q. By 2. Hence pTc/c ^ k for all /c in %o^w-A. Replacing /c by -k we obtain pn/c <; k, and so pTt/c == /c. Since neither it nor p increase norms, we see that it is an isometric isomorphism of %o^w-A onto a subspace of 3S^w? and this establishes the first part of the proposition.
If it is also true that ^ ^ ^ and A is an excluded set for (^, jp), then H(^W, W -A) = K(^)W, W -A), and so by of the proof that ^ is hyperbolic on W.
Let A be an excluded set for (,<?, ^) and assume that A is outer-regular with respect to both S^ and ^. If St ^ < §), assume that A is also an excluded set for (^, ^)). By 8.2 there is an isometric isomorphism TC of S>Stw onto %o^w-A. By 8.1 there is an isometric isomorphism X of ^BQ^W-A onto a subspace of <ipw? and X maps %o^w-A onto %^w it ^^^. The map Xo-rc is the desired isomorphism, j Proof. -If /Ci and k^ are linearly independent functions, we can always choose constants a and jS so that aA*i + ^2 assumes both positive and negative values. On the other hand, if A* is a function in %^w which assumes both positive and negative values, it is not linearly dependent on K(W). Hence we have at least two linearly independent elements of %^w Thus we see that the first two statements are equivalent and imply that dim 3^w ^ 2. But by 8.3 this implies that dim %^pw ^ 2, and so there must be one nonconstant function in S^w and a positive potential for SQ on W. | Let ,ip be a harmonic class of functions on W and let V be a positive continuous function in ^pw. We denote the set of V-bounded function in Jpw by ^6(V)^w. The space £8(V)^pw is a Banach space with the norm ||A||v== supV-1 /^).
xeW Clearly, the mapping h -> V~1 h is an isometric isomorphism of 35(V)^)w onto ^V-^w, where ^V-^w is the set of bounded functions in V^^w Therefore, we have the following consequence of 6.1, 7.5 and 8.3. 
